GPS N46
The Best Route to Camping Les Amiaux
223 route de Notre Dame de Monts
85169 St Jean de Monts
Vendee, France
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GENERAL ROUTES TO NANTES
From St Malo
Leaving the ferry port, follow signs for Toutes Directions, until you see signs for RENNES, which
should then lead you onto the N137 dual carriageway to Rennes.
As you approach Rennes follow signs for NANTES, which should take you anticlockwise on the
Rennes peripherique (ring road). Leave the peripherique following signs for NANTES on the N137.
From Ouistreham
Leaving the ferry port, follow signs to CAEN. As you approach the CAEN peripherique (ring road)
look out carefully for a right turn to RENNES which will take you onto the peripherique. Continue
on the peripherique and take the A84 motorway to RENNES. As you approach RENNES follow signs
for NANTES, which should take you anticlockwise on the RENNES peripherique. Leave the
peripherique following signs for NANTES on the N137.
From Cherbourg/Le Havre
Leaving the ferry port, follow signs for Toutes Directions, until you see signs for RENNES. The route
to RENNES should take you via the St Lô ring road and then onto the A84. As you approach RENNES
follow signs for NANTES, which should take you anticlockwise on the RENNES peripherique (ring
road). Leave the peripherique following signs for NANTES on the N137.
From Calais, Boulogne or Dieppe
There is a choice of routes I.

via ROUEN, LE MANS, ANGERS, NANTES on the A16, A28 and A1 motorways.

II.

via ROUEN, CAEN, RENNES, NANTES on the A16, A13 and A84 motorways.

III.

via PARIS, LE MANS, ANGERS, NANTES on the A26, A1and A1 motorways.

Please note that there are tolls on all these motorways, except from CAEN onwards which may
make option (ll) preferable.
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ROUTE FROM NANTES
About 4 miles before NANTES join the peripherique (ring road) around the city.
Turn off the dual carriageway onto the peripherique following green signs for BORDEAUX which
should take you around the west of NANTES and across the spectacular bridge over the river Loire.
After approximately 6 miles leave the peripherique at exit no 48a - "Port de Sorinieres" following
signs for LA ROCHE SUR YON/BORDEAUX.
After approximately 2½ miles take the first exit from the dual carriageway following signs for
LA ROCHE SUR YON - par RD / LES SORNIERES / SAINT PHILBERT DE GRAND LIEU.
*DO NOT FOLLOW BLUE SIGNS FOR LA ROCHE SUR YON AT THIS POINT AS THIS WILL TAKE YOU ONTO THE PEAGE
(MOTORWAY TOLL ROAD) HEADING SOUTH.*

Continue straight ahead onto the D178 towards SAINT PHILBERT DE GRAND LIEU, MACHECOUL
and CHALLANS.
After approximately 2 miles go straight ahead at the roundabout and carry straight on for about 22
miles towards MACHECOUL and CHALLANS. (The road number changes to the D117 near St
Philbert-de-Grand- Lieu).
Just before the town of Machecoul, take the 3rd exit at the roundabout following signs for
CHALLANS on the D95.
After about 10 miles you will approach the town of CHALLANS. Follow signs for ST JEAN DE MONTS
which will take you onto the Challans bypass.
(Do not go into Challans centre).

After approximately 4 miles, turn right at the roundabout onto the D753 heading towards ST JEAN
DE MONTS and Le Perrier. Continue straight ahead at the new roundabout.
After approximately 3½ miles at LE PERRIER, continue straight ahead at the roundabout and
through the village towards ST JEAN DE MONTS. Again continue straight ahead at the new
roundabout.
After a further 3 miles you will approach ST JEAN DE MONTS. At this roundabout take the 1st exit
turning right onto the D38b. Continue for approximately half a mile and go straight on at the next
roundabout.
After about half a mile follow the road as it bends round to the left and carry straight on at the
small roundabout.
Continue for about 400 yds and turn right at the roundabout on the D38 towards NOTRE DAME DE
MONTS. Continue straight ahead on the D38 for just under 2 miles, look out for the large blue sign
at the entrance to CAMPING LES AMIAUX on the left hand side.
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